
I Am From 
 

 

I am from the home of the Aztecs,  

From colorful markets, many cultures intrinsically meshed, city on a lake 

Shifting, changing, vibrant with energy. 

 

I am from intense, passionate familiar ties 

From extended families who know everyone intimately, 

Absolute dependence, a surrender to love 

Profound spirituality, compassion, stoicism in the presence of suffering 

Laughter in the presence of loss, tears freely flowing, followed by asi es la vida 

Calm after the tempest, and we carry on. 

 

I am from a line of strong matriarchs 

Families patriarchal in name only  

I am from support, secrets shared  

Mothers and daughters sharing in birth and death 

Sisters holding hands and lifting our men up 

Loving and treating children as if they belonged to all of us. 

 

I am from lazy summer days 

Symmetrical rows of identical houses 

Adventure, roaming streets, climbing trees 

Exploring abandoned houses 

Racing down the hills, making up stories 

Wondering what the future holds. 

 

I am from a place where learning is valued 

Of as many books as I could read 

Two languages, writing, sharing,  

Where my love for the written word was supported and encouraged 

Where el flojo y el mezquino anda dos veces el camino 

Of pride in work well accomplished. 

 

I am from a place where the smell of cooking beans permeates the air, 

Where families sit together,  

Spicy foods, fragrant aromas 

Where we share recipes and relish in the nurturing qualities 

of food that was cooked with love 

Where lunches can go on for hours, 

 and cafecito follows the most delicious delicacies. 

 

I am from a past that flows into the future,  

experiences shared, of stories passed down round tables 

Where childhood stories are rehashed and savored 



Children eagerly waiting to hear more 

Little faces wondering, drinking the images of their parents as children.  

 

I am from a place that honors and loves its elders 

Where caring for the dying is considered a privilege 

Where time stands still while we try to hear one more time our favorite story  

Before our loved ones leave us 

I come from a place where we believe the ones that went before us are still with us, 

sharing in our laughter and in our tears, until we meet again. 

 

Anita Bareno 


